Abstract: A bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonator with suppressed energy loss is proposed. Implemented with air edge reflector and current spreading electrode along the perimeter region of the BAW, the resonator successfully suppresses the acoustic wave leakage and the electric energy loss as well. As results of optimized lateral structure, the Q-factor at anti-resonance frequency (Q a ) is significantly improved to over 2100. Furthermore, the peak insertion loss exhibits as low as 0.04 dB and effective electro-mechanical coupling coefficient (kt 2 ), which is essential to achieve wide band-width of RF filters, is 6.54%.
Introduction
As wireless frequency resources are limited, band-gaps between uplink and downlink frequency and between adjacent frequency standards are getting narrower, while band-widths become wider. To prevent interference between closely allocated frequency bands, steeper and lower loss RF filter profiles are required [1] . There have been great demands for the BAW devices as RF filters and duplexers in mobile communication systems for their several prominent advantages such as high Q-factor, high power handling capability, high operating frequency, good temperature stability, and the possibility of being monolithically fabricated with other integrated circuit parts [2, 3] . BAW resonators utilize the acoustic resonant characteristics of longitudinal direction generated in piezoelectric film such as AlN or ZnO. As BAW resonator shows low vertical acoustic leakage due to air-gap structure or alternating acoustic mirror stacks implemented underneath the resonator, it performs lower losses and higher Q-factors than surface acoustic wave (SAW) resonators. Although BAW resonators utilize longitudinal acoustic waves, lateral acoustic waves are also generated in a large amount especially during anti-resonance [4, 5, 6, 7] . Suppression of this lateral acoustic wave leakage is important for its antiresonance performances such as Q a and kt 2 . Top and bottom metals of the BAW resonator at active region, in which piezoelectric layer is sandwiched by those metals, work as not only electrical electrodes but also acoustic mass loadings. When BAW resonator is implemented with extremely thin electrode in order to ensure acoustic performance, it degrades electrical losses instead. In this paper, we propose a novel lateral structure of BAW resonator to suppress the lateral acoustic energy and electric losses. The design and characterization of the BAW structure based on air edge reflector and current spreading electrode are described, and resonators with excellent Q a and improved kt 2 and insertion loss (IL) are demonstrated.
Design and fabrication
Acoustic waves propagating through two regions are reflected at the interface of the two regions due to their difference in acoustic impedances. Reflectivity (R) of an acoustic wave that is reflected at the interface of the two regions where each has its own impedance Z 1 and Z 2 , appears as in (1)
As the impedance difference between two regions is getting larger, the reflectivity becomes closer to 1, which means the entire incident waves are fully reflected at the interface. Every material has its own material parameters such as density (ρ) and stiffness (C). Acoustic velocity (υ a ) and acoustic impedance (Z a ) can be calculated from the material parameters as in (2) .
We measured density and stiffness for various deposited films using Xray and nano-indentation methods, respectively. Measured and calculated material parameters are listed in Table I , in which parameters for air is referred from literature. Acoustic impedance of air is about 5 orders smaller than those of the other materials, which explains that air interface is the most effective reflector. Fig. 1 shows schematic views of a conventional BAW structure. Lateral acoustic waves generated inside the piezoelectric resonator travel out of the resonator and lose their energy due to the poor reflectivity at the discontinuous interfaces such as top electrode, sacrificial layer and bottom electrode edges. We performed multi-physics simulation with simplified BAW structures using COMSOL and confirmed the existence of acoustic losses in lateral direction for the conventional resonator structure. Fig. 2 compares the displacements of conventional and air edge BAW structure at resonance and anti-resonance state, respectively. Fringe patterns outside of the resonator indicate lateral acoustic wave leakage. From the simulation results, lateral acoustic leakages are not negligible especially at anti-resonance state and the air edge reflector can effectively confine the acoustic waves inside the resonator. Table II shows the simulation results of conventional and air edge resonator. For the air edge resonator, most of the characteristics such as insertion loss (IL), Q-factors, and kt 2 are considerably improved. Q-factors and kt 2 values were calculated using equation (3) and (4), respectively. It is obvious that the air edge reflector can improve the electrical characteristics 
We fabricated and compared two types of BAW resonators. Fig. 3 (a) is a conventional BAW structure having neither air edge reflectors nor current spreading electrodes. As illustrated with the blue colored arrows, lateral acoustic waves generated inside the resonator travel out of the resonator and lose their energy due to the poor reflectivity at the perimeter region of the BAW resonator. However, the resonator in Fig. 3 (b) , which shows improved lateral structure having not only air edge reflectors but also current spreading electrodes along the perimeter region, reflects the acoustic leakages and effectively confines the energy inside the resonator. Furthermore, since the molybdenum and ruthenium as electrodes of BAW are designed as thinly as possible for the piezoelectric film to vibrate Table II . Results of multi-physics simulations for conventional and air edge BAW effectively, the resistances of the electrodes are compelled to be high. Current spreading electrodes implemented with gold along the perimeter, which have much lower resistivity than molybdenum or ruthenium, improve the resonator performances not only electrically but also mechanically. Fig. 4 shows a cross-sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the fabricated BAW resonator with improved lateral structure. 
Since only the piezoelectric region sandwiched by top and bottom electrodes generates acoustic waves, the thickness of the spreading electrodes located outside of the sandwiched region does not affect the resonance frequency of the BAW resonator. The thick gold spreading electrode effectively reduces electrical losses without degradation of resonance characteristics. The air edge reflectors as well as the air cavity effectively confine the acoustic energy, which is generated in piezoelectric layer, in lateral and vertical direction, respectively.
Results and discussion
RF measurement was carried out for 5 types of resonators and the all The results in first column of Fig. 5 are for the conventional resonator, which has neither air edge nor gold spreading electrode. The next three columns are for the resonators of air edge reflector with different occupation ratios by the air edge along the perimeter of the resonator. As the perimeter consists of air edge and input and output ports, larger occupation ratios of the air edge consume the widths of the port electrodes on the contrary. The last column is for the improved BAW structure with both air edge reflectors and gold spreading electrodes. As the air edge ratio is getting larger, Q a and kt 2 , which are corresponding to anti-resonance performances, are successfully improved as shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) . However, the peak insertion loss, which represents the performance at resonance frequency, is degraded for extremely increased air edge ratio, since the narrow input and output port electrodes cause current crowding and series resistance of the resonator. By implementing gold spreading electrode at the perimeter region, the peak insertion loss is also successfully improved as shown in the last column of the Fig. 5 (c) . The final Q a , kt 2 , and peak insertion loss are 2106, 6.54%, and 0.04 dB, respectively.
Conclusions
In this work we have investigated the suppression of lateral energy loss in BAW resonator by implementing air edge reflector and gold spreading electrode along the perimeter region of the resonator. Measurement results clearly show the successful improvements in Q-factor, kt 2 , and insertion loss, which are essential parameters for RF filters requiring narrow bandgap and wide bandwidth characteristics. For the BAW resonator with the newly developed lateral structure, the Q a , kt 2 , and peak insertion loss were dramatically improved by 42%, 7%, and 63%, respectively.
